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What Is Implementation Research?
Simply put, implementation research is the “scientific inquiry into questions concerning implementation”.
1
More specifically, USAID’s Office of Education defines implementation research as “the body of
methods that include collecting data while implementing an education intervention and using
that data to improve implementation. The intent of these methods, regardless of the terminology
used, is to ‘understand what, why, and how interventions work in “real world” settings and
to test approaches to improve them’.2

Why Is Implementation Research Important?
USAID supports education programming, from pre-primary to higher education, in many different
countries and contexts and the real-world conditions of educators and learners in each of these
countries vary considerably. USAID, as stated in the 2018 Education Policy, strives to base “policy and
investment decisions on the best available empirical evidence.” But what happens when evidence-based
interventions are implemented in different contexts with different challenges by different people to
different populations?
●
●
●
●

The evidence-based components of the intervention may not be implemented.
The evidence-based intervention may not be implemented with fidelity to its original design.
What is implemented with fidelity may not be implemented at sufficient scale to affect social
problems.
What is implemented with fidelity and at scale may not be sustained for a useful period of time.

The problem is that the way one implements an intervention will influence its effectiveness
and its cost-effectiveness.
Implementation research provides a response to this problem by generating data and evidence--through
simple but useful studies--that illustrate how and why implementation is working or not working,
and what different approaches can improve implementation. This data and evidence can improve the
adoption and adaptation of promising interventions, elevate the perspectives and opinions of educators
and learners, inform the pathways to scale, and shape how effective programming translates into
real-world policy and practice at the individual, organizational, or systems level.

What Can We Learn From Implementation Research?
Whereas much of USAID’s research and evaluation focus on the impact, effectiveness, equity, or reach
of an intervention, implementation research looks at a different set of outcomes. The figure below,
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from the WHO’s I mplementation Research in Health: A Practical Guide (2013) presents several
examples of outcomes variables that can be the subject of implementation research.

Implementation research can strengthen USAID-funded interventions and the results they produce while
contributing to a country’s Journey to Self-Reliance by handing ownership of research and
implementation to local partners.

